
Hi, Mr. Meunier & Board 
 
I just wanted to drop you a line about the School letterboard sign I saw this morning. I 
realize getting back to normal will take a while for changes, but I think the mask 
message on your sign and anywhere around the school like the bubble signs and the 
mask signs they spent millions on need to disappear forever. 
 
Masks do more harm for our kids than good. It's no wonder why kids don't want to go to 
school.  Believe me, I witnessed it several times in observations amongst other parents 
and their kids, and this am at a school my 4-year-old attends.  
 
It makes me sad to see little kids still masked up. I never masked my 4-year-old through 
this "Pandemic" and not even in school. Nobody has the right to stop healthy breathing 
and restrict the airflow of anyone. 
 
Some kids look like they are going to war, with face shields and two masks. It's sad, 
very sad to still see it. Young kids that are not at risk.   
 
Wearing masks makes them fear, wearing masks is not welcoming to their environment 
for a positive experience. We are humans not dogs with muzzles. Teachers are most 
likely vaxed so why the show? 
 
It still stuns me that we have those fearful people trying to push this. This happened in 
the school board meeting last night 3-15-22 where members wore masks while sitting 
so far from each other next to plexiglass? They even had parents write in support to 
keep masks. Covidians is the new term. 
 
 I'm sure they are triple vaxed and boosted to the core so why the fear and why the 
show?   At last night's school board meeting the parents for choice spoke about the 
message and how kids may think they are still obligated to wear a mask and not 
knowing it's their choice or feeling to do what they want. Not knowing they have a 
choice would surely be trumped by this Mask cult propaganda message. 
 
Reports came out about some teachers' kind of "Bullying" them to wear one. I even 
heard a parent say some teacher told a child they could not come to class because they 
didn't wear one.  As you are aware the mask wearing is "Strongly Recommended" and I 
even disagree with that Strongly recommended message? Why? This is scandalous at 
this point in the "Endemic" of our children's Mental health crisis. I truly despise the 
officials who brought this mask cult to light and push it on our children.   
 https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2021/12/07/us-surgeon-general-issues-advisory-on-
youth-mental-health-crisis-further-exposed-by-covid-19-pandemic.html 
 
I'm not blaming you or anyone directly because our great Brandon the president also 
pushes the false message. I kindly request you break the chain of propaganda and set 
our children free. 
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So, I ask you to please make sure that this message is not pushed like the sign outside 
the school reads   
 
 "WEAR YOUR MASK" "WATCH YOUR DISTANCE"   
"MASKUPFORLIVERMORE"   Those messages are disgusting, as  it creates feelings 
of suppression, solitude, cult -submission, anxiety and fear. 
 
So, my message to the board also cc'd Mr. Bueno, and the mask-wearing loving folks at 
last night's board meeting still playing this garbage out. 
 
"No, I'm not going to wear a mask so you "feel safe". No, I'm not going to vaccinate my 
kids so you feel safe. What I do shouldn't matter if what you do works.  And if it doesn't, 
why are you doing it anyway? Wear your mask if you like, but stop pushing the 
message that it's good to wear a mask like you said last night Mr. Bueno. It's not 
Bueno.  
 
#UNMASKOURCHILDREN  #NEVERAGAIN 
 
 
 
 
Fabian Moreno 
 


